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The average hourly wage rate for a Gamestop game advisor or related sales is $7.83 per hour, or just above the minimum wage. Employees who have been promoted to senior game advisor make an average of $9.12 per hour. Assistant store managers at Gamestop average $11.16 an hour, while store managers
average $17.38 per hour. Geographical location, education and experience affect pay per hour at Gamestop. In 2012, Gamestop was listed in The Retail Life as one of the 100 best retailers to work for. That same year, Gamestop was also listed in Stores magazine as the top 59th retailer. GameStop will now temporarily
close its retail locations in the U.S. and adopt a delivery-only approach starting March 22, the company announced today. It follows an earlier decision by company executives to keep their stores open even in the event of a full closure, claiming that it is essential retail such as grocery stores and pharmacies – both
exempt from forced closure. A letter obtained by Kotaku from GameStop CEO George Sherman tells store associations that The GameStop stores that remain open will only offer Delivery at the door service, where the custom will take their curvy order at the store door. In addition, GameStop introduces new payment
policy updates. Hourly employees who are eligible for the paid break period will receive two weeks of additional pay, while those who are not eligible for THE PTO will receive two additional weeks of basic salary calculated based on the average weekly number of hours they have worked in the last 10 weeks. I want to
thank you all for your hard work as we continue to adapt our operations in response to the rapidly evolving coronavirus, COVID-19, the letter begins. The health and safety of each of you, as well as of our customers, is essential and we have and will continue to take extensive precautions in accordance with CDC
guidelines. Whether you've been affected by store closures, reduced storage hours, school closures, or limitations on visiting an older loved one, we know that this outbreak affects you all, personally and professionally, in different ways. We will continue to adapt our operations on the basis of any future local, state or
federal developments, and I hope that, as always, you will be prudent and safe in these unprecedented times. I know that some of you have come voluntarily working to support millions of Americans who face unprecedented challenges as we adapt to a new normality. We believe that we have and can continue to have a
positive impact during this period Difficult. We continue to closely monitor local, state and federal updates and guidelines and comply with all state, county and local ordinances. However, let me make it clear, in any location that continues to work, we will not make you work if you do not feel do so. Please coordinate with
your boss if necessary. We respect the fact that everyone has personal situations and preferences, so your decision will not impact your position towards the company. It was only last Thursday that GameStop notified its workers that retail stores would remain open. Subscribe to the VG247 newsletter Get all the best bits
of VG247 delivered to your inbox every Friday! Thanks to the products we transport that enable and improve our customers' experience in working from home, we believe that GameStop is classified as essential for retail and is therefore able to remain open during this time, the retailer said in a memo to staff. We have
received reports from local authorities visiting the stores in an attempt to enforce closure despite our classification. Store managers are approved to provide the document linked below to law enforcement, as necessary. Sometimes we include links to online retail stores. If you click on one and make a purchase we could
get a small commission. For more information, go here. Popular JobsCommunity &amp; Social ServiceCustomer ServiceLegalLoading and StockingManagementRetailSalesSecurity &amp; Public SafetySoftware DevelopmentUnited States California Petaluma Florida Orlando Illinois Calumet City Joliet Tinley Park
Kentucky Louisville New Hampshire Seabrook New York Pennsylvania Allentown Reading Tennessee Meismph Texas Victoria Wise Virginia Virginia Beckley CharlestonHow much does a Store Manager cost at GameStop in the United States? The average gamestop store manager hourly wage in the United States is
about $16.63, which is 13% above the national average. Wage information comes from 496 data points collected directly from employees, users and job announcements past and present on Indeed in the last 36 months. Please note that all salary figures are approximations based on third-party observations to Indeed.
These figures are given to Indeed users only for the purpose of generalized comparison. The minimum wage may differ according to jurisdiction and should consult the employer for actual wage figures. Answer July 3, 2018 - Senior Game Advisor (Current Employee) - Bolingbrook, ILThe pay is biweekly, the check gets
mailed to your address, unless the direct deposit is configured. When we enter a GameStop, we don't always think about employees whose job it is to help us. This is understandable, what with the distraction of new games and finding the latest in games console accessories. It is very rare that any of us think of the
people behind the counter because at they're just doing their job in helping the general public- that's what they're paid for, right? In reality, GameStop employees must follow certain sets of rules that relate to actually being a sales associate, key hour, assistant, and store manager. Each of these job titles comes with a
long list of tasks that include what they can and cannot do as employees of EB Games. You might think that GameStop employees get to hang around all day, chit-chat about video games and be the first to preorder a new game, but that's far from the truth. In fact, you might be surprised to learn that employees of these
stores don't get as many perks as you originally thought and, in addition, are not bragged about their amount of game knowledge either. Rather, these sales associates are trained to be a first seller and a second knowledge gamer. And once you get in charge? You don't need much gaming knowledge at all to earn your
position. This, along with plenty more lags and rules, are just part of the work for a retail gaming company. Here are 25 more things that might surprise about being a GameStop employee. 25 If you are not opening the store on launch day, wait in line Via: Polygon Contrary to popular belief, GameStop employees do not
receive all the special privileges and advantages they might think come along with work. Each store varies when it comes to their pre-order rules and whether or not employees get the first dibs on a game once it comes out. Most of the time, if you're not part of the team that opens the store that day, your chances of
getting one of the first kids are slim. Either wait in line, or wait until the next lap. 24 Don't expect a big discount Via: Digital Trends Some stores will allow a 15% discount on certain store items, but this is a rarity. It is more likely that you will be able to get a 10% discount and that can only be applied to you - no one else.
You are not allowed to offer discounts to others and you must agree that certain games and accessories are only prohibited. While 10% might be worth it to some people, for others, getting a few dollars off a brand new game isn't really very much of a perk at all. Combine that with the minimum wage, and you start to
wonder if it's just a joke. 23 Not being a seller is not a Via option: Fortune Occasionally, you will run into a sales associate who truly loves the gaming world and will make you a solid in being honest and not trying to upsell you something. However, this really goes against the Policy of GameStop-Sales Associates
required to hit certain odds for the store, which means it does not allow you to leave the meter until you have heard all their add-on features. In addition, if you ask them for help, it is their job to talk about certain games and editions, whether it is or not. Work. Credit for a game returned via: The Verge This sounds like a
ruse, but it's not. If you purchase a new game, even if it is returned within a few hours, it is still considered used. Some employees will make an exception, but they're not really supposed to take back a game for its full price. While there are some exceptions for certain games, all in all, the company is looking to make
money, not giving it back. If a game is returned open, there is no way around reselling it as a used copy, regardless of the fact that it was only in your system for 15 minutes. 21 Odds are ridiculously strict for Via managers: Chicago Tribune It's no secret that GameStop sees a high turnover rate when it comes to
management. In fact, many employees will attest that some managers do not last more than six months. This is probably due to the high share that each store needs to complete each month. Quotes often have unrealistic goals that push both management and their staff to push more games oncustomers, resulting in an
unpleasant and sometimes insistent atmosphere. If a store constantly loses their numbers, that means problems for staff. 20 Evisceration It is something you need to familiarize yourself with Via: Blog Games Gutting is a process of repackaging a game so that the display box can be stored on the shelf. Because
GameStop does not normally keep their games on the shelf in order to prevent theft, these copies are emptied of original, new boxes, and while the box is placed on the shelf, the game becomes stored elsewhere, pending a sale. This is a tactic used to sell the game whose original box is sitting on the shelf after all new
copies have been sold. Employees have no choice but to eventually sell open, emptied copy. 19 They can't take certain games to resell via: Bag O Games While some customers think it's perfectly good to get mad at an employee for not taking their used game, it's really not their fault. If there is a two-metre high stack of
NieR Automata, chances are, you'll likely be turned or given an incredibly low price. This is because these children have been sitting in the back, unsold, and will likely continue sitting there for some time. There is no profit to be made off a game that is no longer selling as frequently. 18 It doesn't matter if you're a gamer,
point is not to sell to Chit Chat Via: Herald Extra Some managers might even look down on employees who spend their time being too honest with customers. While being honest is the best way to make a real sale, it can also hurt sales if you lose on a chance to upsell something else. Many people work for GameStop
with the anticipation of talking about something they like, and then become disappointed when they realize the job is to sell, not talk about their favorite video game. When it comes to her, this is a job just like any other. 17 17 Family and friends don't get discounts either through: Blogs.BuffaloBills Some stores will expand
store discounts to immediate family, but not GameStop. Their employee discount is usually only 10% and that 10% does not extend past employee working there. If family or friends come into the store expecting to save money, they won't get lucky – this is against the store's policy. In fact, GameStop doesn't really offer
many advantages to their sales associates outside of this discount and game rentals. 16 Missing store share is something Associates needs to worry about Via: My Nintendo News Each store manager is held to quota standards so are determined by the company's higher-ups. If the store is constantly missing this share,
the concern will eventually drain up to the associated sales level. If GM store feels the heat to hit sales, they will then put pressure on their employees to make sure that these numbers are almost perfect. This causes a lot of stress during the slow season between holidays and often leads to high turnover. 15 If your list is
made for the day, you have no reason to stay Through: Reddit I take advantage of every opportunity I could to make this rhyme? Absolutely. Leaving aside, it's true, if your work is done, keep in mind that GameStop, like any other major company, is looking to save money where they can't. If you work very fast and
diligently, you may be sent home early if it's slow and the store doesn't need you. That is if you are lucky enough to get sufficient and consistent, hours first - often, all of this depends on the volume of your store. 14 They need to put up displays even if they don't have display items Via: Star Wars Collector This is a
common cause for employee stress when it comes to the holiday season. Even though their specific store is sold out of the Nintendo Switch, they still have to put up and maintain the displays that involve it is sold. This attracts customers and is intended to encourage them to go on a waiting list, but often just backfires.
Sales associates take the brunt of it and just learn to deal with them getting an unhappy parent looking for a console sold-out. 13 Everything has to be alphabetical, don't bother doing it any other way Via: USA Today Even if any things committed that an overwhelmingly popular game should be in the center of the shelf
while duds should go in the back, it doesn't matter. GameStop prides itself on having everything at hand easily and accessible by alphabetical ordering. This becomes a boring task employees who are needed to check the shelves throughout the day to ensure that everything is in its right place. You can imagine how
crazy this gets during new versions of the game and selling days. 12 You must take a valid id for Trade-Ins Via: Elko Daily Whether or not every employee always always this rule is up to the debate, but in general the rule is that a valid ID is required to trade games in. It is technically viewed as a legal sales transaction,
therefore you need to have proper representation in order to sell an item and get paid for it. Employees aren't even allowed to keep an item while running out of the car to get your ID, so it's best to just come prepared. 11 I don't think about taking off for Black Friday Via: Gamespot Like in many other retail stores,
GameStop doesn't allow its employees to request off on Black Friday. There are dire circumstances, of course, but if it's a day normally scheduled for you, not only are you not allowed to ask off, but you're likely to be working as well. Employees reported working as many as 10 hours, with a minimum break on Black
Friday just to cope with the crowds. On the bright side, it's a great chance for some overtime. 10 Expect to work days before and after holidays Via: Venture Beat In addition, most employees are not allowed to request off before or after a major vacation, except in mitigating circumstances or a previous heads-up. These
days are often the busiest for stores, would be GameStop and as such they recruit everyone associated they can handle the store. Managers work about 60+ hours so it is, so they're not likely to find any sympathy out there either. Retail work isn't glamorous, and it's even less fun when you're still full from the night before
and working while exhausted by the holidays. 9 Even if you are inuninterested, you must be on top of the new game knowledge Via: Lumir While being a semi-professional gamer is not entirely necessary to be employed at GameStop, it is necessary that you are knowledge of most versions of the game. This is pretty
common sense, but if a child or parent goes into asking what a new game is about, what is the rating, consoles is intended for, etc. you'd better be ready to provide an answer. Knowing about the release dates of the game and the cost for each edition is just as important and all come as part of being a GameStop
employee. 8 You can't lack attention to detail when you take in Devices Via: Boston Herald Something like that could land in major trouble. While GameStop doesn't take in consoles for resale, it's their job to thoroughly inspect each and make notes of every little thing wrong with it. They also have the right to refuse a
system, but if they don't check everything and overlook a major detail, it could lead to resell problems. If this happens not only did the store stay with a dud console, but you're stuck with some serious demerits. 7 Poor DLC codes do not result in customer refunds Via: Prank Cartel Another source of pure customer anger
in the case of a DLC code that has expired or simply does not work. Customers will not get their money back from them and this often causes stress and tension sales associations, who are only allowed to apologize and offer them an alternative solution to their dud of a code. They are not allowed to issue any form of
refund because then the store loses money, and you can imagine how much they would lose if this happened with every bad code. 6 You can't avoid a customer simply because you don't know anything By: Star Telegram As a sales associate, it's your job to talk to each customer. That means that even if you don't know
something about a particular game, you're not allowed to skip customers or wait in the back until they get to someone else. What you can do is refer them to another sales associate who might be able to help, but it's best to just try and be informed about the most basic information. If a manager catches on that you avoid
certain customers, that will lead you to even more problems. 5 You can rent games, but there is a limit of 48 hours Via: Weebly the second perk besides getting a (minor) discount is the ability to rent and take home games. GameStop allows its employees to do this, however, there is a catch. The rental will only take 48
hours before employees are forced to return and renew their lease or hand them over. While two days doesn't seem like any time at all to play a game, but employees are probably lucky to have access to this at all. Hey, it's something, isn't it? 4 You are not allowed to receive commission as a Via associate: Wsls
Associates are required to act as salespeople, but they do not make any type of commission off of large sales. No matter how many Wiis or Nintendo Switches you've sold in a day, your salary is still the same by the end of it. This can be frustrating for employees who work super hard at their jobs and upselling because
the most they can do is hope for growth based on their stellar performance and their sales history. 3 Becoming A Key Hour Means Inevitable Routines Via: Yelp It might sound glamorous to be a keyholder for GameStop because it means you're first in and/or last in the store, but with responsibility comes monotonous
routines. If you open, you have a long list of tasks to perform, most of which will overlap with the hours the store is open, which means you will do a double duty. This includes scanning each item in the store to update the logs, then going back and fixing what was purchased before it was done. 2 You can't avoid testing a
game before taking it as a trade-in Via: Youtube Many stores will have portable TVs set up so that associations can run a console or a game to accept as a valid trade-in. This can be an interesting experience because the game will run either or it won't be. If not, associates are legally allowed to turn it around, but they
can't get around inspecting and/or testing the equipment or playing itself. Thus, the transformation of the trade process into a and somewhat boring one. 1 There is no way around reading Game Ratings to Parents Via: Fireden If a parent is buying a game for their child, buckle up- if the rating is M for mature, you will
have to make the parent aware of it. In addition, you will need to read the entire rating, complete with the reason why this rating was given. This is an easy thing to forget meaning it is an easy thing to be blamed for, should take home a mature game for their minor child. Since you can't avoid customers, you can't get rid
of it. Next Pokemon: 10 Strange Things in Games That Everyone Just Ignores Related Topics About Lianna Author (71 Articles Published) More from Lianna Lianna
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